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"Undeath Ascendant: Vampire Counts Omnibus" is an epic literary saga
that delves into the twisted and sanguinary annals of the Warhammer
world.
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The Lore of Blood and Night

In the shadowy realm of Warhammer, where colossal battles rage and
ancient evils lurk, the Vampire Counts stand as a formidable force of
darkness. Led by the legendary Vlad von Carstein, these undead legions
have plunged the Old World into centuries of terror. As the sun sets and
shadows grow long, the Vampire Counts rise from their subterranean lairs,
their eyes gleaming with unholy hunger.

This omnibus weaves together four captivating novels that chronicle the
rise, fall, and resurgence of the Vampire Counts. From the treacherous
peaks of Sylvania to the war-torn fields of Ostermark, the story unfolds in a
breathtaking symphony of violence and intrigue.

Blood of Nagash
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The saga begins with "Blood of Nagash," a tale of ambition and treachery
set in the year 2502 IC. Vlad von Carstein, once a valiant knight, has
succumbed to the lure of darkness and become the Vampire Lord of
Sylvania. Driven by an insatiable thirst for power, Vlad seeks to claim the
legendary Sword of Nehekhara, a weapon capable of granting ultimate
dominion over the undead.

As Vlad's minions march across the Old World, they encounter resistance
from human armies and rival vampire clans. Amidst the chaos, a young
orphan named Gotrek Gurnisson emerges as a symbol of hope. His
unyielding spirit and exceptional combat skills make him a formidable
adversary for the undead hordes.

Vlad the Impaler

"Vlad the Impaler" continues the saga, delving deeper into the twisted mind
of the Vampire Lord. Vlad's obsession with the Sword of Nehekhara leads
him on a perilous quest that takes him to the heart of the Chaos Wastes.
Along the way, he faces monstrous creatures, treacherous traps, and the
machinations of his own treacherous kin.

Meanwhile, Gotrek Gurnisson and his companions track Vlad's path,
determined to bring an end to his reign of terror. The clash between the
dwarf slayers and the vampire legions is inevitable, and the fate of Sylvania
hangs in the balance.

Vampire Wars

"Vampire Wars" expands the scope of the conflict to include a wider array
of factions and characters. As Vlad von Carstein's dominion grows, he
attracts the attention of other powerful vampire lords. Tyrion, the Phoenix



King of the High Elves, calls upon his armies to aid the humans in their
desperate struggle against the undead.

In a titanic battle that spans continents, vampire lords and their legions
clash with elven rangers, dwarf slayers, and human knights. Alliances are
formed and broken, and the borders of the Old World are redrawn as the
forces of good and evil engage in an epic struggle for survival.

Isabella: The Vampire Queen

The omnibus concludes with "Isabella: The Vampire Queen," a poignant
and tragic tale that explores the human side of vampirism. Isabella, the
beloved wife of Vlad von Carstein, is torn between her love for her husband
and her own humanity. As Vlad's thirst for power corrupts him further,
Isabella must confront her inner demons and make a choice that will shape
the destiny of Sylvania.

A Literary Feast for Warhammer Aficionados

"Undeath Ascendant: Vampire Counts Omnibus" is a literary masterpiece
that will captivate both long-time Warhammer enthusiasts and newcomers
to the grim and perilous world of fantasy. With its rich characters, intricate
lore, and breathtaking battles, this omnibus is a must-read for anyone who
enjoys dark fantasy, epic storytelling, and the timeless clash between good
and evil.

So gather your courage and step into the shadows. The Vampire Counts
await your arrival in a realm where darkness reigns supreme and the blood
flows freely. Let the saga of "Undeath Ascendant" transport you to a world
of nightmares and wonders, where the boundaries between mortality and
immortality blur.
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